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2 FLORENTINO, MOUR~AO AND NUNESIn [13℄ Hall proposed a generalization of the CST in whih Rn is replaedby an arbitrary ompat onneted Lie group K and C n by the omplex-i�ation KC of K (see [16℄). When K is abelian this CST is an easierextension of the one de�ned by Segal and Bargmann; however, the normal-ization proposed by Hall is partiularly onvenient for our purposes. ThisSegal-Bargmann-Hall CST was further generalized to gauge theories withappliations to gravity in the ontext of Ashtekar variables in [1℄ and toYang-Mills theories in two spae-time dimensions in [8℄. For reviews andreent developments see [14℄ and [15, 24℄.In the present paper we extend the CST in a di�erent diretion. Byonsidering a general omplexi�ed invariant metri �i
 on K = U(1)g andapplying the appropriately extended CST to ertain spaes of distributions,we obtain spaes of (level k) theta funtions on a rank g abelian variety Mwith period matrix 
. These theta funtions are not square integrable onKC = (C � )g with respet to the averaged heat kernel measure introduedin [13℄. However, sine level k theta funtions orrespond to holomorphisetions of the k-th power Lk of the determinant bundle L ! M , theirnatural inner produt is given instead by an integral over M with respetto the Liouville measure and an appropriate hermitian struture on Lk.We show that the averaged heat kernel does satisfy the neessary quasi-periodiity onditions to de�ne the pull-bak of an hermitian struture onLk. With this inner produt the unitarity of the CST is reovered byhoosing a natural 
-independent inner produt on the initial spaes ofdistributions.Analogous tehniques an be applied to the study of non-abelian thetafuntions [2, 4, 6, 7, 23℄ on the moduli spae of semi-stable holomorphivetor bundles [18℄ on a ompat Riemann surfae. The CST on Lie groupsappears in this ontext through the use of the Shottky uniformization ofthe moduli spae [5, 9℄ and it provides a purely �nite dimensional frameworkfor the expliit study of non-abelian theta funtions. The appliation ofthese tehniques to genus one non-abelian theta funtions will appear in[10℄. Appliations to higher genus will appear in [11℄.The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2, for onveniene of thereader and also to establish notation, we start by briey realling from [13℄the oherent state transform for Lie groups. In setion 3, we reall from[12℄ some aspets of theta funtions on abelian varieties. Finally, in setion4 we de�ne the CST for abelian varieties, study its relation to lassialtheta funtions, and prove its unitarity.2. COHERENT STATE TRANSFORM FOR LIE GROUPSLet K be a ompat onneted Lie group, KC its omplexi�ation [16℄and let �t be the heat kernel for a Laplaian � on K assoiated with a



COHERENT STATE TRANSFORMS AND ABELIAN VARIETIES 3given bi-invariant metri. By de�nition, �t for t > 0 is the fundamentalsolution at the identity of the heat equation on K�u�t = 12�u: (1)As proved in [13℄, �t has a unique analyti ontinuation toKC , also denotedby �t. The K-averaged oherent state transform is de�ned as the mapCt : L2(K; dx) 7! H(KC )(Ctf)(z) = ZK �t(zx�1)f(x)dx; f 2 L2(K; dx); z 2 KCwhere dx is the normalized Haar measure on K and H(KC ) is the spaeof holomorphi funtions on KC . For eah f 2 L2(K; dx), the restritionof Ctf to K is just et�2 f , the solution of the heat equation (1), with initialondition given by u(0; x) = f(x). Therefore, Ctf an be also de�ned by(Ctf)(z) = (C Æ �t ? f)(z) = �C Æ et�2 f� (z); (2)where ? denotes the onvolution in K and C denotes analyti ontinuationfrom K to KC . In [13℄, Hall de�nes the K-averaged (or K-invariant) heatkernel measure d�t on KC , and proves the following resultTheorem 2.1 (Hall). For eah t > 0, the K-averaged oherent statetransform Ct, is an unitary isomorphism from L2(K; dx) onto the Hilbertspae L2(KC ; d�t)TH(KC ).A useful expression for Ctf an be obtained from the expansion of f 2L2(K; dx) given by Peter-Weyl's theorem,f(x) =X� Tr(�(x)A�;f ); (3)where the sum is taken over the set of (equivalene lasses of) irreduiblerepresentations of K, and A�;f 2 End V� is given byA�;f = (dimV�) ZK f(x)�(x�1)dx; (4)V� being the representation spae for �. Then we obtain(Ctf)(z) =X� e�t��2 Tr(�(z)A�;f ); (5)



4 FLORENTINO, MOUR~AO AND NUNESwhere �� is the eigenvalue of �� on funtions of the typeTr(A�(x)); A 2 End(V�):As we will show, it turns out that the image of appropriately hosendistributions onK with respet to a natural extension of Ct, gives funtionssatisfying quasi-periodiity onditions in the imaginary diretions of KC .These are theta funtions orresponding to holomorphi setions of thepull-bak of line bundles over abelian varieties.3. ABELIAN VARIETIES AND THETA FUNCTIONSLet V be a g-dimensional omplex vetor spae and � �= Z2g a maximallattie in V suh that the quotientM = V=� (6)with anonial projetion p : V !M , is an abelian variety, i.e. a omplextorus whih an be holomorphially embedded in projetive spae. Weassume that M is endowed with a prinipal polarization. The ase with ageneral polarization is treated analogously [12℄. We will address the CSTtransform for the general ase of abelian varieties in [10℄, in the ontext ofgenus 1 non-abelian theta funtions. We an always �nd a basis �1; � � � ; �2gfor �, suh that �1; � � � ; �g is a basis of V and�g+� = gX�=1
���� ; � = 1; � � � ; g ; (7)where 
 = (
��)g�;�=1 is a g � g matrix in the Siegel upper half spae H gof symmetri matries with positive de�nite imaginary part. Conversely,prinipally polarized abelian varieties are parametrized by matries in H g,so we will onsider one and for all an arbitrary but �xed matrix 
 2 H gand refer to M = V=� as the abelian variety determined by the (period)matrix 
.Let L! M be the holomorphi line bundle de�ned by the automorphyfators e��(z) = 1e�g+�(z) = e�2�iz���i
�� ; z 2 V ; � = 1; � � � ; g ; (8)where z1; � � � ; zg are omplex oordinates on V dual to the omplex basis�1; � � � ; �g, and let k be a nonnegative integer. Level k (abelian) theta



COHERENT STATE TRANSFORMS AND ABELIAN VARIETIES 5funtions ~� are holomorphi setions of Lk, ~� 2 H0(M;Lk). Using theautomorphy fators (8), we see that the spae H0(M;Lk) is naturally iso-morphi with the spae of holomorphi funtions � on V suh that�(z + ��) = �(z) (9)�(z + �g+�) = e�2�ikz���ik
���(z) : (10)Let us denote the latter spae by H
;k,H
;k � H((C � )g) :From (9) it follows that there exists a uniformly onvergent series suh that�(z) = Xn2Zgane2�in�z ; (11)where n � z � n1z1 + � � � + ngzg. By substituting this funtion in (10),we onlude that only the �rst oeÆients, an; n = (n1; � � � ; ng) with0 � n� < k, an be hosen freely while the others are �xed by the quasi-periodiity onditions (10). In fat, the general level k theta funtion,� 2 H
;k, is of the form�(z) = Xl2(Z=kZ)g al�l(z;
) ; (12)where the funtions�l(z;
) = Xn2Zg e�i(l+kn)�
k (l+kn)e2�i(l+kn)�z ; l 2 (Z=kZ)g (13)form a basis of H
;k, and are ommonly alled theta funtions with har-ateristis � l=k0 � and usually denoted by # � l=k0 � (kz; k
) (see [17℄). Inpartiular we see thatdimH0(M;Lk) = dimH
;k = kg :4. COHERENT STATE TRANSFORM FOR ABELIANVARIETIESAs is well known the theta funtions (12,13) are, for 
t = t
, t > 0,analyti ontinuations of solutions of a heat equation on U(1)g. This is a



6 FLORENTINO, MOUR~AO AND NUNESde�ning property of the CST in [13℄ (see setion 2 above), the main dif-ferene oming from the fat that, in the present ase the \initial" (i.e.for t = 0) values of the theta funtions (12) are distributional rather thanL2, indiating that the CST ould be extended to distribuitions on U(1)g.Here, we de�ne this extension of the CST for a given abelian variety, studyits main properties related to theta funtions, and prove that it is uni-tary when restrited to the subspae of linear ombinations of Dira deltadistributions supported on points of order dividing the level k.4.1. CST for Complexi�ed Laplaians on U(1)gFrom now on, we onsider the abelian Lie group K = U(1)g = (S1)g =Rg =Zg, and its omplexi�ation KC = (C � )g . Let 
 2 H g and onsider onK = U(1)g the invariant Laplaian given by�(Y ) = gX�;�=1 Y��2� �2�x��x� ; (14)where Y = Im(
) and x 2 [0; 1℄g are periodi oordinates. Let w =(e2�iz1 ; � � � ; e2�izg) be the oordinates in KC = (C � )g , with z = x+ iy; y 2Rg , and denote by dw � dxdy the Haar measure on KC . The K-averagedheat kernel measure d�t is de�ned in the following way. First, we onsiderthe fundamental solution �t at the identity, of the heat equation on KC�u�t = 14�(Y )C u; (15)where �(Y )C is the K-invariant laplaian given by�(Y )C = nX�;�=1 Y��2� � �2�x��x� + �2�y��y�� ; (16)Then, the K-invariant measure d�t = �tdw is obtained by averaging �tdwwith respet to the ation of (S1)g ,�t(z) = ZK �t(z + x)dx; (17)whih in this ase yelds the expliit formula�t(z) = �2t�g=2 (detW )1=2e �2t P�;�(z���z�)W��(z���z�) (18)with W = (W��) = Y �1.



COHERENT STATE TRANSFORMS AND ABELIAN VARIETIES 7We are now in the situation desribed in Theorem 2.1, and we onludethat the transformC(Y )t : L2((S1)g ; dx) ! H((C � )g) \ L2((C � )g ; d�t)�C(Y )t f� (w) = �C Æ e t2�(Y )f� (w) ; t > 0; (19)is unitary.To obtain the theta funtions (12,13) as solutions of a heat equation, weneed to onsider the non-self-adjoint Laplae operator on (S1)g�(�i
) = � gX�;�=1 i2�
�� �2�x��x� : (20)It is easy to see that the imaginary part of this Laplaian does not a�etthe unitarity properties of Hall's CST. Therefore we have the followingProposition 4.1. For any 
 2 H g and t > 0 the transformC(�i
)t = C Æ e t2�(�i
) : L2((S1)g ; dx)! H((C � )g) \ L2((C � )g ; d�t);is unitary.Proof. We an deompose this transform asC(�i
)t = C Æ e t2�(Y ) Æ e t2�(�iX) = C(Y )t Æ e t2�(�iX) ;where 
 = X + iY . The unitarity of C(Y )t follows from Theorem 2.1, andthat of the operatore t2�(�iX) = e�i t2�(X) : L2((S1)g ; dx)! L2((S1)g ; dx)follows from the fat that �(X) is a self-adjoint operator.Consider f 2 L2((S1)g ; dx). The Peter-Weyl deomposition (3) orre-sponds in this ase to the usual Fourier deomposition, as the irreduiblerepresentations of U(1)g are given by �n(e2�ix1 ; � � � ; e2�ixg) = e2�ix�n withn 2 Zg. We have then f(x) = Xn2Zgane2�ix�n ; (21)and its image under C(�i
)t is given by�C(�i
)t f� (z) = Xn2Zganeti�n�
ne2�iz�n : (22)



8 FLORENTINO, MOUR~AO AND NUNESThis funtion is the analyti ontinuation to (C � )g of the solution of theomplex heat equation on (S1)g�u�t = 12�(�i
)u (23)with initial ondition given by f in (21).4.2. Extension to distributions on U(1)gWe now extend the CST transform of Proposition 4.1, from L2((S1)g ; dx)to the spae of distributions (C1((S1)g))0. This is the spae of Fourierseries of the form: f(x) = Xn2Zgane2�ix�n ; (24)for whih there exists an integer N > 0, suh that [19℄limjjnjj!1 janj(1 + jjnjj2)N = 0; (25)where jjnjj = pn � n. The Laplae operator and its powers at as on-tinuous linear operators on this spae of distributions by duality from theorresponding ation on C1((S1)g), and de�ne (for 
 2 H g and t > 0) theation of the operator e t2�(�i
) on a distribution f 2 (C1((S1)g))0. If fhas the form (24), we have�e t2�(�i
)f� (x) = Xn2Zg aneti�n�
ne2�ix�n : (26)Lemma 4.1. If f(x) =Pn2Zg ane2�ix�n 2 (C1((S1)g))0 then the seriesXn2Zg aneti�n�
ne2�iz�n; t > 0; (27)de�nes a holomorphi funtion on (C � )g.Proof. The growing ondition (25) implies that there exists an A > 0suh that for all n 2 Zg we havejanj � Aejjnjj:Sine the imaginary part of 
 is positive de�nite, there exists a  > 0 suhthat janeti�n�
nj � e�jjnjj2 ;



COHERENT STATE TRANSFORMS AND ABELIAN VARIETIES 9for n suÆiently large. Therefore the series (27) is uniformly onvergent onompat subsets of (C � )g and its sum is holomorphi.Reall that M = V=� is the abelian variety de�ned by the period matrix
 2 H g . We introdue now the de�nitionDefinition 4.1. The oherent state transform for the abelian varietyM and for t > 0 is the map:CMt : (C1((S1)g))0 ! H((C � )g))f 7! �C Æ e t2�(�i
)� f : (28)This de�nition has the following justi�ation. Clearly when we extendthe CST of Proposition 4.1 to distributions we lose unitarity in the sense ofthis proposition. The holomorphi images of distributions in De�nition 4.1are in general not square integrable with respet to the averaged heat kernelmeasure on (C � )g . However, as we will see below, by onsidering disretevalues of t; t = 1=k; k 2 N and by taking the image under CM1=k of er-tain �nite dimensional spaes Fk of Dira delta distributions supported onpoints of order dividing k in (S1)g we obtain the spae H
;k of level k thetafuntions (12,13). As we mentioned these are the pullbak of holomorphisetions of Lk !M . The amazing fat is (Lemma 4.2 below) that the av-eraged heat kernel � 1k introdued by Hall in (C � )g desends to the abelianvariety M and de�nes an hermitian struture there. The Hall expressionfor the inner produt in H((C � )g) \ L2((C � )g ; d�t) remains then almostunhanged for H
;k with the only di�erene that one integrates in (C � )gonly over one fundamental region of the projetion (C � )g !M = V=� (seeeqs. (36,39)).Consider �rst, for l 2 (Z=kZ)g , the following distributions on (S1)g�0l (x) := �l(x; 0) = Xn2Zg e2�i(l+kn)�x: (29)From the disussion above, it is now easy to verify some of the laimedproperties of the transform CMt .Proposition 4.2. The restrition to L2((S1)g ; dx) of the CST trans-form for the abelian variety M oinides with the CST transform of Propo-sition 4.1. If we write f(x) =Pn2Zg ane2�ix�n 2 (C1((S1)g))0, then CMt fis given expliitly by:�CMt f� (z) = Xn2Zganeti�n�
ne2�iz�n : (30)



10 FLORENTINO, MOUR~AO AND NUNESIn partiular, we obtain all level k theta funtions (12,13), sine�CM1=k�0l � (z) = �l(z;
): (31)Proof. The �rst and seond statements follow immediately from theoinidene of the formulas (22) and (26), for z = x. The third follows from(13,29).Let us denote by Mt the abelian variety de�ned by the period matrix
t = t
. Then from the De�nition 4.1 we see that the CST for the abelianvariety Mt at time s > 0 oinides with the CST for the abelian varietyM1 at time ts CM1ts � CMts ; 8s; t > 0: (32)With this notation, we an obtain all level k theta funtions for the periodmatrix t
 using the CST for M1 but at time s = tk ,�CMt1=k�0l � (z) = �CM1t=k �0l � (z) = �l(z; t
): (33)4.3. Distributions supported on points of �nite orderThe subgroup of K = U(1)g onsisting of points whose order dividesk 2 N (the elements g 2 K suh that gk is the identity) is isomorphi to(Z=kZ)g and its elements are given, in the oordinates x 2 Rg=Zg, by thepoints fl=k; l 2 (Z=kZ)gg. Let Fk be the kg dimensional omplex linearsubspae of (C1((S1)g))0 spanned by the Dira delta distributionsÆl(x) := Æ(x� lk ); l 2 (Z=kZ)g ; (34)whih are supported on the points of order dividing k. Distributions of thistype appear naturally in the ontext of geometri quantization of M withLk as the pre-quantum line bundle, in a real polarization, where the pointsof order dividing k orrespond to the so-alled Bohr-Sommerfeld onditions[22, 25, 26℄. This aspet will be further explored in [11℄. We will now seethat the image of Fk under the CST forMt, at time s = 1k onsists of thetafuntions of level k. More preisely, we haveProposition 4.3. For any t > 0 and level k, CMt1=k restrits to an iso-morphism of vetor spaes between Fk and Ht
;k.



COHERENT STATE TRANSFORMS AND ABELIAN VARIETIES 11Proof. This is a onsequene of the well known relation between thedistributions �0l in (29) and the Dira delta distributions Æl, supported atthe points l=k,Æl(x) = Æ(x� lk ) = Xn2Zg e2�in�(x� lk )= X0�l0�<k e�2�i l0�lk Xn2Zg e2�i(l0+kn)�x= X0�l0�<k e�2�i l0�lk �0l0(x) :This implies that CMt1=k(Æl) is a linear ombination of the �l0(z; t
) =�CMt1=k�0l0� (z), by (33), and so it belongs to Ht
;k. The lemma then followsby heking that the kg�kg matrix A whih appears above, and whose l; l0entry is Al0;l = �e�2�i l0�lk � ; (35)is invertible. 4.4. Unitarity of the CST transformLet us onsider now the question of de�ning an appropriate inner produton the spae H
;k of level k theta funtions (12,13). These funtions arenot square integrable in the non ompat spae KC = (C � )g with respetto the heat kernel measure d�t. However, by onsidering the sequeneV p0! (C � )g p00! Mz =Pg�=1 z��� 7! (e2�iz1 ; � � � ; e2�izg ) 7! z (mod�); (36)suh that p00 Æ p0 is the anonial projetion p : V ! M , we will �nd andwork instead with an appropriate measure on the ompat manifold M .Let �1; � � � ; �g; �1; � � � ; �g be the oordinates on V whih are dual to thegenerators of the lattie �, �1; � � � ; �2g . The ��; �� an also be onsideredas periodi oordinates in M , and are related to the omplex ones byz� = �� + gX�=1
���� ; � = 1; � � � ; g : (37)



12 FLORENTINO, MOUR~AO AND NUNESThen the sympleti form ! on M (whih oinides with the �rst Chernlass of L) an be written as! = gX�=1 d�� ^ d�� ; (38)and the Liouville measure on M is d�d� = !gg! (see [12℄).Let L be the pull-bak of L to (C � )g with respet to p00. Sine by holo-morphi trivialization of L we haveH
;k = (p00)�(H0(M;Lk)) � H((C � )g)relating the spae of level k theta funtions on (C � )g and the holomorphisetions of L, it is natural to de�ne an inner produt on H
;k in termsof integration on the abelian variety M , after de�ning an appropriate her-mitean struture on L. This an be aomplished by using the K-averagedheat kernel (18) de�ned above. In view of Proposition 4.3, we will onsiderd�t with t = 1k .Lemma 4.2. The funtion on (C � )g given by h(z) = �1=k(z) de�nes anhermitean struture on Lk whih is the pull-bak of an hermitean strutureon Lk.Proof. Using the formula (18) for �1=k(z), we have thath(z + ��) = h(z)h(z + �g+�) = je2�ikz� j2je�ik
�� j2h(z);for � = 1; :::; g. Therefore, from the quasi-periodiity relations (9,10) weonlude that h is the pull-bak of a setion of (Lk
 �Lk)� and so, it de�nesan hermitean struture on Lk .Using this hermitean struture we de�ne the inner produt on H
;k by< �; �0 >:= Z[0;1℄g�[0;1℄g �� �0�1=k d�d� = ZM �~� ~�0 ~h !gg! (39)where � = (p00)�~�, h = �1=k = (p00)�~h. From this de�nition of the innerprodut, the normalization of whih was �xed by the averaged heat kernel,we obtainLemma 4.3. The set of level k theta funtions f�l(z;
)g, l 2 (Z=kZ)g,with the inner produt (39) forms an orthonormal basis of H
;k.



COHERENT STATE TRANSFORMS AND ABELIAN VARIETIES 13Proof. Applying the formulas for �l(z;
) (13) and �1=k(z) (18), we have< �l(z;
); �l0(z;
) >= Z[0;1℄g�[0;1℄g  Xn2Zg e�i�(l+kn)� �
k (l+kn)e�2�i(l+kn)��z! �� Xn02Zg ei�(l0+kn0)�
k (l0+kn0)e2�i(l0+kn0)�z! (2k)g=2(det Y )1=2e�2k���Y �d�d� == Æl;l0(2k)g=2(det Y )1=2 Xn2Zg Z[0;1℄g e�2k�(�+ l+knk )�Y (�+ l+knk )d�= Æl;l0(2k)g=2(det Y )1=2 ZRg e�2k���Y �d� == Æl;l0 ;where Æl;l0 denotes Kroneker's delta.Finally, onsider on the spae Fk, the 
 independent inner produt suhthat the distributions fÆlg (34) form an orthogonal basis, with< Æl; Æl >= kg: (40)We an now prove unitarity of the CST.Theorem 4.1. For any 
 2 H g, level k 2 N , and t > 0, the CSTtransform of the abelian variety Mt, at time 1k restrited to Fk is a isometriisomorphism between Fk and Ht
;k �= H0(Mt; Lk).Proof. Observe that the kg � kg matrix A (35) in Lemma 4.3, relatingthe two basis f�0l g and fÆlg of the spae Fk, is unitary up to saling, namelyis suh that A �At = kgI , where I is the identity kg�kg matrix. This implies,by (40) and (34), that the set f�0l (x)g; 0 � l� < k, is an orthonormal basisof Fk, and the theorem follows from< �CMt1=k�0l � (z) ; �CMt1=k�0l0� (z) > = < �l(z; t
); �l0(z; t
) > = Æl;l0 ;by (33) and Lemma 4.3.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSWe wish to thank Professor M. S. Narasimhan for disussions at an early stage of thiswork. It is a pleasure to thank Professor A. N. Tyurin for many fruitful disussions and
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